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Samsung Galaxy series is has come over as the most popular and viable series of mobile. This
mobile has captured the market with its awe-inspiring features that has grabbed the attention of
mobile lovers. Samsung mobiles are counted amongst the impressive and gleaming handsets with
high-end performance and breathtaking features. Boasting of wondrous designs, this mobile phone
carries an artistic edge to its make and chassis that makes it quite popular in the market these days.
The new Samsung galaxy mobile phones are utterly praised for their perfect make and die-hard
performance that make it one of its kinds in the offered series.

Samsung mobile phones have gathered their distinct reputation and popularity in the market these
days. These mobile phones are among the difficult choices which make it difficult for one to spot a
single pick. There are nominal purchase options like Samsung Galaxy Fit S5670 price, Samsung
Google Nexus S i9023 price and Samsung Nexus S price that can suit your pocket. One among
such series is the stunner to look at with the name Samsung Galaxy Fit S5670. This is a well-
designed mobile phone with a list of smart features. Known to be the most demanded entry-level
smartphone it has become the key choice of budget buyers, who accept a lot from their handsets.

The new Samsung Galaxy Fit has certainly given a tough call to the many tough market
competitors. Calling on its key attributes, this mobile has a bigger screen and never let go off it
when it comes to function. Equipped with a 5 MP auto-focus camera, this camera ensures to click
life like images. The Samsung mobile functions perfectly on the Android V2.2 (Froyo) Operating
System that has got to feature 3.31-inch TFT Capacitive Touchscreen. With such an impressive
wideness, you have all the benefits of viewing the text and navigate the browsers as per your needs.

Talking the next such mobile phone is the Samsung Google Nexus S i9023 has set the market on
fire with its attractive features and a reasonable price. Resting in your palm as a touchscreen, this
mobile phone features aggressive looks and is quite easy to handle carrying a perfect body size of
123 x 63 x 10.9. Not to miss is its amazing video quality and music player that lets you enjoy with
your favourite tunes. You can know more about the Samsung mobile series mobiles and can
compare their latest price in India.
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